
Agenda 

Alamo Township Board  

7901 North 6th Street 

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49009 

April 12, 2014- 7p.m. 

1. Call to order 

2. Pledge/ Invocation 

3. Approval of minutes 

4. Authorization of Liabilities 

5. Supervisor report 

6. Clerk/Sexton report 

7. Treasurer report 

8. Building Department Report 

9. Fire and rescue report 

10. Planning Commission report 

11. Park Board report 

12. New Business 

A. Resolution to update pay schedule for fire response 

B. Resolution to set filing fee schedule for condominium and planned unit 

developments 

C. Approve fireworks display at speedway 

D. Approve hiring Election Inspectors for May election 

E. Approval to add Deputy Forrest to checking account 

F. Approve 2014 use plan for little league 

G. Approve 2014 use plan for Farmers Market 

H. Accept / Approve Barrier-free walkway contract for Park  

I. Resolution to create a Historic Society Committee   

J. Appoint Rachel Piper to Park Board 

K. Approve Lawn Care Contract renewal 

L. Investment policy changes 

M. Approve contract for Dust Control on Township Dirt Roads and Park Parking Lot 

N. Assign / Approve Road selection for 2014-2015 

13. Citizens comments on non-agenda items 

14. Board time 

15. Adjournment 

*ALAMO TOWNSHIP WILL PROVIDE NECESSARY REASONABLE AUXULIARY AIDS AND SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITITES 

REQUIRING AUXILIARY AIDS OR SERVICES AT THE MEETING UPON FIVE (5) DAYS NOTICE TO THE ALAMO TOWNSHIP CLERK. LAURA 

ENDRES, CLERK, 7901 NORTH 6th STREET, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 49009; 269-382-3366. 



 

 

 

Supervisor's Report 

At last Spring is in the air. There is good news to report this month. The rebirth and 

rebuilding of our great township will begin. The first step is to get our road system 

healthy again. Tonight we will select the first phase of roads to be included in the 

Township’s seven-year road improvement plan. This is a giant step aimed towards 

getting our secondary road system up to the high standards we should all expect. 

We will be proposing a committee to establish an Alamo Historic Society. The hope 

is to once again focus on the rich pioneer history of the township and revitalize our 

wonderful museum which needs some tender loving care and a plan to restore it. 

This will be the year of the museum.  

The Eugene Rector Community Park will finally get its much needed west end 

improvements with the 5th Street connector to the Kal-Haven trail. Thanks to 

grants from the Alamo Foundation and Kohl's Department Store,  the men and 

women of the Township’s Park Board will complete the basis footprint of the park.  

Finally on May 10 the Park will be alive with activities. The Farmers' and Crafters' 

Market will begin its second year with the 9 am “Andy Wedel over the Garden 

Fence Show”.  There will be more vendors and more opportunities to buy locally 

produced goods. At 10AM Trout Unlimited will be hosting a fly fishing seminar for 

area kids. You can participate in all of these activities while taken advantage of the 

opportunity to deposit your recyclables and trash at the west end parking area.    

 

 

 

 

 



April 14, 2014 CLERKS REPORT 

 

LIABILITIES FOR March: $ 45,166.83 

CLERK: I have been having issues with the Township Hall rental. It was brought to my attention 

that nonresidents have reserved and used the Hall on at least two recent occasions What they 

do is use a relatives residential address they do not live at to secure the Hall.  I would like the 

Board to contemplate imposing a rental fee to hopefully weed out those trying to take 

advantage of the Township; this would also help with recouping the money spent on supplies 

and custodian charges. 

ELECTIONS:  Things are on track and running smoothly for the May 6th Election. Absentee 

Ballots went out April 7. When returning the completed Ballot for processing Please remember 

the legal ways to return Ballots are by:  

 United States Post Office or another public postal service, express mail service, parcel 

post service or common carrier, 

 Hand delivered to Clerks Office. 

**** These options can be done ONLY by a member of the immediate family for the 

voter including a father in law, mother in law brother in law, sister in law, son in law, 

daughter in law grandparent or grandchild or a person residing in the voters household 

may mail or deliver a ballot to the clerk for the voter. 

CEMETERY: Income for March:  0 

Spring Clean-up will take place April 19, 2014. For those interested volunteers we will begin at 

the Alamo Center Cemetery 10:00 a.m... 

THANK YOU: I would like to Thank Planning Commission Chair Newt Covault for all his hard 

work in securing the opportunity for two students from Otsego PS as well as two students 

from Plainwell PS to enroll in a yearlong course at the Heronwood Field Station at the 

Kalamazoo Nature Centers Wong Property (located here in Alamo Township). Ryan Jebenville 

and Willow Hassel, Otsego PS Seniors, are gaining hands on experience in the Environmental 

Science field.  It is an Honor to be given the opportunity to participate in this unique learning 

environment. Additional spots may open up next year to allow more local students the 

opportunity to participation.  

 

 

 



 

Alamo Township 

Building Department Report 

For March – 2014 

 

 

 

Building Permits                 3                        $1,281.00 

 

Electrical Permits              2                      $250.00                          

 

Mechanical Permits          6                      $525.00                      

  

Outdoor Wood Boiler       0                         

Permits/Misc. 

 

 

Totals                                   11                    $2,056.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ALAMO TOWNSHIP PLANNING COMMISSION 
REGULAR MEETING 

Held at the 

Alamo Township Hall 

April 1, 2014 
 

 

Present:    Belden Smith, Newt Covault, Dick Bennett, Pauline Keiser, David Veenstra, Michael Lisak, and Dawn Potter-

Williams. 

 

Others present:  Kevin Cardiff as consultant and 4 residents  

 

Meeting Call to Order:  Chair Covault called the meeting to order with the Pledge of Allegiance at 7:00 pm. 

 

Roll Call of Commissioners:  Belden Smith - present, Newt Covault - present, Dick Bennett - present, Pauline Keiser – 

present, Michael Lisak – present, David Veenstra – came late, and Dawn Potter-Williams – present. 

 

Approval of Minutes:  Motion to approve the minutes of March 4, 2014 as written, by Member Bennett and supported 

by Member Smith.  Carried. 

 

Budget Update:  Chair Covault presented to Trustee Board as $26,600 for 2014-2015.  Included increases in expenses for 

site plans, ordinance changes and attorney fees. 

 

Land Use Plan:   Attorney has inquired which update we were doing:  review or amending.  Member Potter-Williams will 

contact attorney as to the least expensive and quickest way. 

 

Zoning Changes Discussion:  Kevin Cardiff reviewed with the Planning Commission the changes/additions and 

clarifications made.  In the future the Planning Commission should look at R-3 and commercial for houses in the zones 

and the non-conforming use.   

Resident requested definition of “park”.  Discussion on “park” took place.  Resident was reminded that attorney 

provided a definition July 18, 2013.  Kevin Cardiff was given a copy.   

Chair Covault will give changes to Trustee Board in May for further direction.  Planning Commission will review updated 

changes at May meeting. 

 

Citizen Comment:  Resident inquired why someone could not live in a basement while they were building their house.  

Discussion of safety and not a thing of the times took place. 

 



Commissioner Comment:   Member Smith  stated there is a meeting of the committee reviewing roads for 

recommendation of repairs on Wednesday, April 2, 2014. 

 

Chair Covault brought the article “Outside the Classroom, Into Real Research”, in the Otsego Public Schools Connection, 

March addition, to the attention of the Planning Commission.  The article was of the classes at the Kalamazoo Nature 

Center that the Otsego students, Willow Hassel and Ryan Jubenville, attend.  In the future more than two (2) students 

from Otsego will have the opportunity to attend. 

 

 

 

 

Adjournment:   Motion to adjourn made by Member Smith and supported by Member Veenstra.  Carried. 

 

Meeting Adjourned at 8:28 pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted by 

 

Dawn Potter-Williams, Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ALAMO TOWNSHIP 

7901 NORTH 6th STREET 

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 49009 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, the Township Board of Alamo Township according to ‘The Zoning Ordinance 

of Alamo Township’ allows reasonable costs for Examination and Revue of Planned Unit 

Development and Condominium Development projects; and  

WHEREAS, ‘The Zoning Ordinance of Alamo Township’ requires the Township Board to 

adopt a schedule of the rates charged for Examination and Revue of Planned Unit 

Development and Condominium Development projects; and 

WHEREAS, the schedule adopted herein represents reasonable costs to the taxpayers 

and residents of Alamo Township for Examination and Revue of Planned Unit Development 

and Condominium Development projects.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that Alamo Township does hereby adopt 

the following schedule of costs: 

Planned Unit Development and Condominium Development: 

 Basic Filing Fee for Examination and Revue: $500.00 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the fees and costs set forth herein shall be effective 

beginning April 15, 2014, and shall continue in full force and effect until further action by the 

Township Board. 

RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ALAMO LITTLE LEAGUE 

5300 Miller Road 

Kalamazoo, MI  49048 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNUAL USE PLAN 

 

FOR THE ALAMO TOWNSHIP PARK 

 

YEAR 2014 

 

 

I. Description of Current Year (2013) 

 

A. Describe or list organizational activities for the current year.   
 

 

Practice began in early April and opening day was April 30th.  The regular season ran through the 

fourth week of June.  All Star tournaments began the first week of July and were completed by of 

July 20. 

 

Our completed projects this year: 

 

 



 Removed 4 pine trees and stumps next to McNees leftfield fence 

 Repaired road between Tee Ball fields and Miller Field and at the exit to the park with 70 
yards of gravel and spread with a bulldozer 

 Installed new pitching rubber and clay bricks on Cramer to extend pitching distance to 
comply with the new rule of 43 feet 

 Put covers on all pitching mounds 

 Added fencing to Tee Ball field #2 so it can be used for minor baseball and softball as well as 

Tee Ball games 

 Installed shelving in the softball shed 

 Repaired damage to plumbing in the concession stand from frozen pipes 
 

 

B. At minimum, the Annual Report must contain a description of any activities for 

which there was an unplanned outcome.  Any negative unplanned outcome must include a 

plan of correction. 

 

N/A 

 

 

II. Planned Activities for the Upcoming Year 

 

A. List planned activities for the upcoming year 

 

Our plan is to use the facilities identified in the Use Agreement between Alamo Township and Alamo 

Little League for Little League baseball and softball in much the same fashion as in past years.  The 

active period of the Little League season will be from the middle of March 2014 to the end of July 

2014.  The League also plans to use the three buildings we have constructed over the years for 

storage of League equipment during and after the season. 

 

We plan to be primarily responsible for the maintenance of the fields and other areas used 

exclusively for Little League activities.  We will work with the Parks Committee on any additional 

maintenance and construction activities that may be necessary. 

 

Finally we pledge to work within the framework of the Use Agreement and will strive to be a good 

steward of the portion of the Township park that has been so generously been made available for 

the use of the League. 

 

 

B. If activities have not been explained in a prior year report, provide a description 

of the planned activity 
 



N/A 

 

 

C. Provide anticipated completion dates for all activities 

 

See Below 

 

III. 5-Year Plan 

 

 Provide an update to the last filed organizational 5-year plan (as it relates to the Use 

Agreement). 

 

The following is a listing of the improvements that our organization is planning for the next few 

years.  We have listed a number of objectives to be completed over the next five years and hope to 

obtain enough funding and volunteer work through Little League sources, member families, grants, 

and local businesses to be able to complete most or all of the goal objectives. 

 

Remainder of Year 2013: (subject to funding) 

 

Item No. 1:  Complete repairs of storm damage to the back stop fencing on Tee Ball #2 

 

Item No. 2:  Repair the roof leaks in the equipment shed 

 

Item No. 3:  Complete fencing on Booth and McNees to prevent foul balls from landing in the new 

play area between these two fields 

 

Item No. 4:  Replace coaches mailboxes in the equipment shed and add coaches mailboxes in the 

softball shed 

 

Item No. 5:  Change Husted Field by adding a 50 foot pitching mound and 70 foot bases.  This will 

allow use as a normal 60/90 major league field and an intermediate 50/70 field 

 

 

 

 



Year 2014: (subject to funding) 

Item No. 1:  Dugouts on McNees and Preston 

 

Item No. 2:  Sprinklers on 1 outfield 

 

 

Year 2015: (subject to funding) 

Item No. 1:  Add Score Board to 1 field 

 

Item No. 2:  Sprinklers on 1 outfield 

 

Year 2016: (subject to funding) 

Item No. 1:  Add Score Board to 1 field 

 

Item No. 2:  Sprinklers on 1 outfield 

 

Year 2017: (subject to funding) 

Item No. 1:  Add Score Board to 1 field 

 

Item No. 2:  Sprinklers on 1 outfield 

 

Year 2018: (subject to funding) 

Item No. 1:  Add Score Board to 1 field 

 

Item No. 2:  Sprinklers on 1 outfield 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Mike Lampen 

Alamo Little League 



 

Report from the ad hoc Committee on Road Selection 

to the Alamo Township Board of Trustees 

April, 2014 

Alamo citizens Cramer, Holmes and Smith were asked by Supervisor Conti to develop an objective method to determine 

the prioritization of renovation work to be done on fourteen failed road segments in the Township.  The committee 

worked with cost and material estimates supplied by the Kalamazoo County Road Commission, along with other 

information on the individual road segments gathered  by the KCRC, The Township Planning Commission, and direct 

observation. 

 

Road projects were scored on the basis of cost per mile, cost per resident, and cost per traffic use.  The combined scores 

were sorted from lowest to highest to determine overall cost-effectiveness.  That initial prioritization was then 

coordinated with anticipated revenue sources, over an eight year period, to arrive at a recommended schedule. 

Aggregate Industries Corporation has committed to supplying the Township with gravel in an amount equivalent to 

$22,000 per year, over the next five years.  

 

In the first year:  

 

The top seven most cost-effective projects are considered.  F Avenue; from 9th St. to Ravine Road (f9r), is first choice by 

far for work to be done in the first year, given the numbers we have to work with.  It is scored first in cost-effectiveness 

and, although it is one of  five  segments costing over $100,000, f9r does not require gravel (of grade 22A) in the 

Kalamazoo County Road Commission (KCRC) recipe for reconstruction inputs, allowing the AI fund to gain some ground 

ahead of the second year. 

 

Next (in cost-effectiveness):  F Avenue; from Owen Drive to Far Hills Way (Far Hills Way is in line with 5th Street, 

therefore abbreviated  fo5) rated second in cost-effectiveness.  Although officially a failed road, it is in fact not as badly 

deteriorated as most of the other 13 failed segments, (possibly because of the incline which promotes water runoff.)   

Perhaps this segment should be submitted for bids along with (in the same year as) F Avenue; from  Third Street to 

Owen Drive (f3o.)  The two segments are contiguous and submitting them together may invite a lower quotation.  

[However,  see  discussion of 5th place f3o below.] 

 

The segment rated third in cost-effectiveness is B Avenue from 2nd Street to 6th Street, (b26).  It is a huge project and 

requires a lot of 22A grade of gravel (over $42 thousand - nearly two years AI commitment.)  We can't do it in the first 

year (or even the second) and expect to take maximum advantage of the AI commitment.  Further more, b26 should be 

submitted along with B Avenue; from 6th Street to Ravine Road (b6r) just like the two contiguous segments of F Avenue 

(above) for the most efficient accomplishment and therefore a lower quotation.  b6r scores in 6th place at a cost of 

$66597 (by current estimate) which combined with b26 (@ $179,085) would cost $245,682 over twice the annual 

revenue from the special road assessment.  Combined B Avenue gravel requirement (in the same KCRC terms of cost) is 

$42K plus $14K or approaching three years AI commitment.  For the B Avenue project to be accomplished in any sort of 

a timely (politically expedient) manner, the Township will probably have to just go ahead and buy some 22A in what ever 

year it is scheduled, rather than relying on AI for all of it. 



In fact the AI commitment of $110K (per 5 years) does not satisfy the overall 22A requirement for all 14 segments 

($153,886.)  Some 22A will have to be purchased along the line anyway. 

 

Fourth, Moving up the road from first choice, and coming in in 4th place in the cost -effectiveness analysis,  is 9th Street; 

from Hart Drive to F Avenue (9hf)  another segment that has no 22A requirement in the KCRC recipe and is contiguous 

with f9r for efficiency and therefore a lower quotation (we would hope.)  So, it would be the committee's second choice 

for work to be done the first year.   

 

Segments ranking 5th (f3o) and 6th (b6r) in score are both contiguous with segments ranking 2nd (fo5)  and 3rd (b26), 

and have been discussed above regarding efficiency in doing the work if done together.  However,  most of the traffic on 

F Avenue from 3rd Street to Owen Drive appears to come and go from Owen Drive and not F avenue.  That far western 

segment of F Avenue is in much worse condition than F Avenue going up the hill East of Owen.  Virtually no one going 

South West on Owen turns sharply and goes East on F.  And, very few drivers coming West down the hill turn sharply 

and go North East on Owen.   So, in use, the two segments of F Avenue are quite different and, because of their 

condition, topography and traffic load will require significantly different treatment.  See Year two. 

 

 

Coming in in seventh (7th) place - just above the middle of the fourteen failed road segments being considered, but with 

a relative  cost-effectiveness score of 4.5 in a range of 6.7, (in other words it is four and one half times as cost-effective 

as the least cost effective and about two thirds as cost effective as the most cost effective ((4.5 over 6.7 =  0.671)) see 

row 32 of the first spreadsheet.)  -   is Countryview Drive (cv), with another zero 22A requirement.  This would be the 

committee's  third choice for work to be done the first year.  The segment in question is in bad shape.  The absolute cost 

is relatively low ($54,569.)  It fits in the scheme of things. 

 

Exercising what ever discretion the committee may have, we would like to recommend for the boards consideration that 

they schedule the short segment of Hart drive in the first year (the committee's fourth choice) for the following reasons.  

The segment's low score (dead last) in the cost-effectiveness analysis is probably due to it's length, and the extent of 

deterioration.  Because it is so short, only one tenth of a mile, even the relatively moderate absolute cost ($73K) 

becomes the most costly on a per mile basis.  It is so short that in fact no residents driveways come into Hart Drive on 

that segment.  In the analysis two residents were assigned to the segment (one at either end) in order to avoid dividing 

the estimated cost by zero in the uniform calculations of the spreadsheet.  With only two residents, it also becomes the 

most costly on a per resident basis.  The third element in the cost effectiveness analysis is the cost per traveler score, 

based on traffic counts.  Because the road is in such terrible shape, we believe that the entire length of Hart Drive is 

used far less than it would be if that short segment were brought up to a maintainable condition. We realize that this 

can be said of most failed roads (that is that they would be used more if they were in better condition) but we think that 

this is especially true in this case.  Additionally (and more importantly) being centrally located in the Township and in 

close proximity to the Fire Department, it is (and should be) an important access route to parts of Owen drive and 8th 

Streets, and to 9th and to the East parts of F Avenue as long as the far end of Hart remains passable.   

Scheduling this segment would make some initial use of the AI commitment in the first year  (the 4th smallest quantity 

of gravel in any project estimate) but leave a substantial amount for use in the second year, assuming  AI will cooperate 

and allow us to "stockpile" something more than half of the first year's commitment.   

 

  



In the Second year: 

 

In the Second year we recommend that the Township address the long standing inferior condition of B Avenue, 

(discussed above) along with the less costly but badly needed project on F Avenue between 3rd street and Owen Drive.   

As mentioned above it appears that even with the $13K balance forward, from year one, in the AI  fund, the Township 

would find it necessary to buy an additional $20K  ($20,520)  worth of gravel to do the project.  In fact from year two on 

it appears that the AI commitment will only cover a part of the yearly 22A gravel requirements, until a quiet year four. 

At this point Owen Drive is not on the failed road list and is in fair shape.  So is 3rd Street. The short stretch of F Avenue 

between them is perhaps, therefore, more in need of attention than the sister segment of F going up the hill East of 

Owen Drive. 

In the Third Year: 

ocd 

Ranking 8th as far as cost-effectiveness, the most expensive single project of the 14 is that segment of Owen Drive 

running North of D Avenue (ocd) (@$212,737).  In spite of that high cost, it is still middling on the "bang-for-the-buck" 

analysis and has a relative cost effectiveness (4.5) on par with Countryview.  The high cost survives the scrutiny of 

analysis because it not only has many residents but also has far and away the highest traffic count. The average of three 

KCRC 24 hour counts is 773 compared to 262 for the average of all the other 13 segments, (and the next highest being F 

Avenue, 9th to Ravine at 606.)    By the third year the reserve fund is starting to dwindle and it will take all of that, all of 

the assessment contribution and all of the AI contribution to even get close to paying for it, plus another $30K !  But, it's 

not going to get better by waiting, unless perhaps nothing is done in the third year letting the assessment fund build up.  

That doesn't seem like an acceptable plan.  The nature of the road's use (significant commercial as well as residential 

traffic), its proximity to US131, its connection to the bridge on B Avenue, the well documented high traffic counts, all 

would seem to make this a candidate for any kind of State assistance which the Township might be able to qualify for 

between now and the third year.  The committee's recommendation is to marshal forces and schedule the project for 

Year Three, while working in the meantime to push this project to the county's and state's attention for cost-sharing 

assistance.  

 

Year Four: 

fo5 

If Owen; from C to D is tackled in year 3 without assistance from the state, then the Township may have to "take a 

breather" to let assessment funds accumulate in year 4. 

Time to go back up the list to do the segment rated second in cost-effectiveness,   F Avenue from Owen to Far Hills Way 

(of5) @ $60K with $9K of gravel. 

 

Year Five: 

Year five is the last year of the current AI commitment. ..  

ef02 

Next on the list by score and in 9th place, is EF Avenue; from the West county line (i.e. "0 Street")  to 2nd Street (ef02) a 

$94K project.  This is perhaps the segment that leaps to mind as the worst road in the township.  Rather than simply 

waiting until year five for relief to those residents, the Township might consider (with the resident's endorsement) 



pulverization (County expense) right away, as this would probably be an improvement in that road's condition.  And, 

with proper grading in the meantime, that process may better prepare the road bed for later paving.   

 

Year Six: 

h89 

After years four and five, concentrated on maintenance rather than reconstruction, and with an accumulation of 

revenue in the assessment fund, as well as some back log with AI there should be enough gravel and money to do 11th 

place Hart Drive from 8th St. to 9th Street (h89)  (@ $126,400) 

It seems a shame to have to wait until year six to rebuild that segment of Hart Drive between 8th and 9th Streets.  But 

with an expensive price tag,  ($126K)  and few residents or traffic it doesn't rate high in the analysis of cost-

effectiveness.  It will be interesting to see if other segments of Hart have more traffic after fixing the short patch in the 

swamp further West.  To those who would like to do it sooner we on the committee simply ask how and when.  Any 

additional financial assistance from businesses or institutions that use that road segment should be encouraged.  Funds 

from any source can be added directly to the reserve road fund at any time, by any citizen, group of citizens or business 

or institutional entity that would like to see budgetary constraints eased, and our roads returned to a normal functional 

condition.   

As mentioned above Hart drive is the shortest route from the fire hall (i.e. the emergency medical response hall) to a 

significant proportion of Township residents.  If the Board of Trustees shuffles the schedule they would do well to 

consider this road segment for higher priority than we were able to, given the established (but not immutable ) road 

budget plan. 

Year Seven: 

In 12th place is another project costing over $100K, "the driveway to the Park" - DE Avenue from 6th to 5th Street 

(de56) (@ $146K.)    

The committee could not factor in Township pride in prioritization of this project, although an elected (political) body 

may choose to do so depending on citizen feed back in the early years. 

 

Year Eight: 

 

Finally in the last year of the plan we can get around to repaving the least expensive projects, those being the east end 

of E Avenue, running up to the US131 right of way (e57u) (@ $37,449) and the North end of Owen Drive, lying East of 

the highway, from B Avenue to the right of way (obu) (@ $48,508).  As with EF Avenue, early pulverization may actually 

be an improvement the residents would prefer while waiting for pavement.  You would have to ask them. 

 

This prioritization is based on an attempt at a rigorous cost-benefit analysis and on  budgetary constraints.  Only the odd 

short section of Hart Drive has been recommended for special attention.   

 

The methods and calculations used here will be equally useful, if not more so, in the coming years to evaluate inevitable 

changes in costs and conditions. 


